Luxury and durability coexist in Anthology, our decorative flooring collection that seamlessly complements Sherwin-Williams 2024 ColorMix. Each year, our color experts identify the colors encompassing trends that will lead the industry. This year, the forecast evolves with connections to the serenity of nature.

Embrace 16 trends expanding across four different palettes, ranging from deep and bold to saturated and minimal. Mindful of style, form and function, Sherwin-Williams High Performance Flooring delivers solutions that help you achieve your project goals. Welcome the possibilities of color and design with

Anthology: Volume One.
This year, our color forecast team has been swept up in the clarity and calm of Upward SW 6239 (224-C1), a tranquil blue-gray that encourages boundless creativity. When we see this color, we think of comfort, ambition and peace.

Upward’s soothing hue pairs perfectly with the enhanced ergonomics and acoustics of SofTop™ Comfort Systems. The creativity continues with our two custom terrazzo colors of the year, inspired by Upward.
Resuflor™ Deco Flake SB
1/4” Flake

Crashing Wave

Resuflor™ Deco Quartz DB23
Maple Pepper

Resuflor™ Topcoat Metallic
Ocean View

Resuflor™ Terrazzo TG
SW40-1012TZ
organic and invigorating

These colors put a key focus on bringing harmony in a balanced and calming environment. When blended together, blues and greens can harness psychological benefits like evening heart rate and lowering blood pressure. Exposure to these colors in the right setting nurtures these physiological effects.

influences

Clear skies, calming waters, plant life
made for maximalism

This palette inspires us to get creative with a group of candid, saturated hues paired with warm neutrals. A life-giving energy follows the alluring hues of red and purple, pulling warmth from our spaces. Each shade holds its own importance — reds can stimulate and heighten attention, while purples can inspire and foster a sense of introspection. These energetic colors aid creative expression in collaborative spaces, while still offering a change of pace in more laid-back settings.

influences

Dynamic botanicals, uplifting energy
N°3 a gathering of deeps & darks
mystery and powerful contrast

In an era where fostering well-being grows more important, these dark hues invoke a feeling of sanctuary, refuge and coziness. Saturated deep greens and browns create an environment of rest combined with luxury as we continue toward minimalist trends.

influences

Mossy greens, riverbed browns
№4 a study in delicate tints
Harmonious, soft, minimalist

This palette boasts elegant shades of white, gray and beige, creating a soothing combination of light and color. Promote healing and harmony in your spaces by amplifying natural light with this palette. These colors reduce cognitive load and inspire calmness in environments that can be overwhelming.

influences

Snow, purity, stone
Floor Coatings Designed With Aesthetics and Performance in Mind

Decorative flooring systems from Sherwin-Williams High Performance Flooring offer extensive color options and design styles that also meet demands for exceptional durability and resistance to heavy foot traffic. Our team will work with you to specify floor coatings that help you lay the foundation for a lasting legacy.

Contact us to get your project started.

swflooring@sherwin.com  sherwin-williams.com/resin-flooring

Colors provided by The Sherwin-Williams Company.
Color samples show approximate actual resinous flooring colors as closely as possible.